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The behavior of the 1D Holstein polaron is desribed, with emphasis on lattie oarsening e�ets,

by distinguishing between adiabati and nonadiabati ontributions to the loal orrelations and dis-

persion properties. The original and unifying systematization of the rossovers between the di�erent

polaron behaviors, usually onsidered in the literature, is obtained in terms of quantum to lassial,

weak oupling to strong oupling, adiabati to nonadiabati, itinerant to self-trapped polarons and

large to small polarons. It is argued that the relationship between various aspets of polaron states

an be spei�ed by �ve regimes: the weak-oupling regime, the regime of large adiabati polarons,

the regime of small adiabati polarons, the regime of small nonadiabati (Lang-Firsov) polarons,

and the transitory regime of small pinned polarons for whih the adiabati and nonadiabati ontri-

butions are inextriably mixed in the polaron dispersion properties. The rossovers between these

�ve regimes are positioned in the parameter spae of the Holstein Hamiltonian.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reent years have witnessed a onstant growth of at-

tention for polaron-related physis. These investigations

are motivated by many examples of experimental evi-

dene of polaron formation, found for broad lasses of

ompounds like quasi-1D ondutors (MX-hains, on-

duting polymers), ioni rystals, transition-metal ox-

ides, and fullerenes. Furthermore, signi�ant isotope ef-

fets in the behavior of harge arriers are observed for

magnetoresistive manganites

1,2,3

and high-temperature

superonduting uprates

4,5,6

, whih indiates the pres-

ene of polaroni e�ets involving spatially loalized or-

relations between the harge arriers and the lattie

deformation �eld. Although the polaroni orrelations

alone are usually not believed to be su�ient to a-

ount for olossal magnetoresistane

7

or for the high-Tc

superondutivity

6,8,9

, their investigations are neverthe-

less of partiular interest in this ontext.

Depending on the model parameters, the polaron on-

ept itself involves very di�erent types of behavior, whih

ompliates the analysis of experimental results. As one

would expet, the polaroni features are the most promi-

nent for strong eletron-phonon ouplings. In partiular,

in this limit, the polaron theory predits a broad ontri-

bution to the mid-infrared optial ondutivity, aom-

panied by a strong suppression of the Drude peak

10,11

.

Suh behavior is indeed observed for various ompounds.

For example, the formation of small and large polarons

has been reported

12

for La1−xCaxMnO3 (LCMO) and

La1−xSrxMnO3 (LSMO), respetively. Large polarons

have been invoked for Nb doped SrTiO3
13

. The simul-

taneous presene of large and small polarons has been

argued for some oxides like Pr2NiO4.22
14

. The polaroni

nature of the harge arriers has also been reported for

slight doping from optial measurements of the high-Tc

uprate Nd2−xCexCuO4−y (NCCO)

15

. Strong ioni ou-

plings do our in ionoovalent materials suh as high-Tc

superondutors

16

.

In the ontext of ARPES measurements, small po-

larons have been invoked to aount for the quasi-partile

peak with very narrow dispersion near the Fermi level

and the broad peak that roughly follows the free-eletron

band

17,18

, observed in the undoped uprates

19

. Small po-

laron behavior involving very strong ouplings has been

found for the undoped Ca2CuO2Cl2 uprate
20

, the quasi-

one-dimensional ondutor (TaSe4)2
21

and molybdenum

bronze

22

. In the ontext of neutron and X-ray measure-

ments, the observed di�use sattering an be related to

the polarons involving loal lattie distortions that are

slow on the time sale of typial phonon vibrations, as

suggested for olossal magnetoresistive manganites

23,24

.

In the ase of onduting polymers, the lattie defor-

mation and the softening of loal phonon modes as-

soiated with the solitons and, possibly, polarons has

been dedued from the doping-indued infrared-ative

lattie modes in photoindued absorption spetra

25,26

.

Reently

27

, using the femtoseond optial spetrosopy

the internal dynamis of the polarons in GaAs, hara-

terized by weak eletron-phonon interation, was inves-

tigated. This tehnique seems promising for studies of

polarons in other ompounds too.

On the theoretial side, many ongoing inves-

tigations are foused on the Holstein polaron

problem

28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37

. Although desribed by

only two independent parameters, whih neessarily sim-

pli�es the behavior in omparison with real systems, the

Holstein model ontains the essential physis governing

the polaron formation in the presene of short-ranged

ioni oupling between the eletron and optial phonons.

In partiular, it uses the band piture for the eletron,

while the disrete lattie deformation �eld is treated

quantum mehanially. As a result, one �nds that the

Holstein polaron exhibits fundamentally di�erent behav-

iors, ranging from quantum to lassial

38,39

, from weak

oupling to strong oupling

40,41,42,43,44

, from adiabati

to nonadiabati

40,41,42,43

, from itinerant to self-trapped

polarons

42,45

, and from large to small polarons

42,45,46

.

The present work provides a unifying desription of all

these aspets of polaron physis within the orresponding

phase diagram. In order to improve the understanding of

http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.1154v2
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the interrelation among various parameter regimes and

to situate the rossovers between them, many known

results are reviewed and supplemented with additional

details. In this way the appliability of various approxi-

mations to partiular regimes is fully lari�ed. The key

elements of the formation of the Holstein polaron are

identi�ed, resulting in an original and omprehensive

interpretation of the low-frequeny polaron dynamis.

The features of the polaron band struture are explained

so in detail.

Two perturbative approahes are ommonly applied in

the ontext of the Holstein polaron problem. The �rst

involves the expansion around the atomi limit, while

the seond treats the eletron-phonon oupling g as a

perturbation in the theory, whih is translationally in-

variant from the outset. Although this latter theory de-

sribes the nonadiabati-adiabati rossover in the on-

tinuum limit (large Holstein polaron) appropriately and

indiates the ontinuous to disrete adiabati rossover

orretly, the atual alulation of the lattie oarsening

e�ets proved too intriate

47

. On the other hand, when

starting from the atomi limit it is di�ult to reah the

adiabati regimes, in partiular, it is di�ult to desribe

adiabati ontributions to the dispersion even for small

polarons.

Various approximate diagrammati tehniques have

been developed to aount for high order orretions in g,
inluding the self-onsistent Born approximation

48

, the

dynamial mean �eld theory

49

, and the momentum aver-

aging approah

48,50

. These approahes have in ommon

that the eletron self-energy is treated as a loal quantity.

However, as shown in Refs.

47,51

, it is neessary to retain

the non-loal ontributions to the eletron self-energy in

order to orretly desribe the adiabati polaroni orre-

lations involving multiple lattie sites. In fat, with the

inreasing range of adiabati orrelations, many numer-

ial methods proposed in the literature beome inade-

quate, inluding those based on seletive diagrammati

alulations, as well as those based on diret alulations

of polaron states. The well ontrolled general way of

dealing with this problem was reently proposed in the

ontext of the relevant oherent state method (RCSM)

52

,

whih alulates aurately the low-frequeny polaron

spetra and wave funtions for the whole parameter spae

of the Holstein polaron. For this reason, the RCSM is

used in the present study as the numerial tool for ful�ll-

ing the gaps in the phase diagram that are not overed

by the limiting analytial solutions.

Until now, the various regimes of the Holstein polaron

have not been desribed on an equal footing. By review-

ing the results for some of them and developing further

the analysis for others, we are able to ahieve a ompara-

ble level of understanding for all regimes aross the entire

parameter spae. Some entirely new results for the small

adiabati polaron and the rossover between its adiabati

and nonadiabati translational dynamis are presented

here. Regarding large adiabati polarons, the formalism

of the moving set of oordinates is used to derive the

expression for the polaron band struture in presene of

lattie oarsening e�ets, an important problem also ap-

pearing in the soliton theory. Furthermore, the nature of

singularities appearing within the formalism of the mov-

ing set of oordinates in the large and in the small polaron

regime is learly distinguished.

In Se. II the model and some general properties of

the Holstein polaron states are disussed, whereas a

short overview of the perturbative results is presented in

Se. III. The key-elements that haraterize the adiabati

polaron dynamis are identi�ed in Se. IV. The large

adiabati polaron and the two rossovers, towards the

weak-oupling regime and the regime of small adiabati

polarons, are analyzed in Se. V. In Se. VI, the small

pinned polarons are investigated in detail, with partiular

emphasis on the harateristis of the polaron dispersion

properties. The RCSM results are used to disentangle

various ontributions to the polaron dynamis along the

rossover between freely moving and nearly pinned po-

laron states, whih spans aross the phase diagram from

the nonadiabati to the adiabati limit. The overview

of the most important results and onlusions is given

with the phase diagram for the one-dimensional Holstein

polaron problem in Se. VII, where the generalization

of the phase diagram to higher dimensional ases is also

disussed. A short summary is presented in Se. VIII.

II. GENERAL

The present work onsiders polaron properties within

the Holstein model

53

in one dimension. In momentum

spae, the Holstein Hamiltonian is given by

Ĥ = −2t
∑

k

cos(k) c†kck + ω0

∑

q

b†qbq

− g/
√
N
∑

k,q

c†k+qck (b†−q + bq) , (1)

where N is the number of lattie sites (N → ∞). c†k
and b†q are the reation operator for the eletron and

phonon, respetively. Only the single-eletron problem

is onsidered. The eletron is desribed in the tight-

binding nearest-neighbor approximation, with t the ele-
tron hopping energy. The oupling with the branh of

dispersionless optial phonons is loal. g is the eletron-

phonon oupling energy. The phonon energy ω0 is taken

throughout this work as the unit of energy. Besides t/ω0

and g/ω0, the two other parameters used are the bind-

ing energy of the polaron in the atomi limit (t = 0),
εp = g2/ω0, and the dimensioneless parameter λ = εp/t.
Unlike g, εp and λ are adiabati parameters in the sense

that they do not depend of the mass of the nuleus.

The part of the spetrum below the phonon threshold

54

for inoherent sattering, ω < E0 + ω0, involves eigen-

states for whih the phonons are oherently orrelated

with the eletron in the spae. In other words, the
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eletron-phonon orrelation length d is for these eigen-

states �nite. This lenght de�nes the spreading of the

(polaroni) phonon �eld that moves with the eletron.

In partiular, the spetrum for ω < E0+ω0 an be inter-

preted in terms of one (or more) polaron bands

55

. Eah

polaron state in the band is an eigenstate of the total mo-

mentum K̂ =
∑

k k c†kck+
∑

q q b†qbq, where K̂ ommutes

with the Hamiltonian (1).

Sine the homogenous q = 0 phonon mode in Eq. (1),

b†q=0 =
∑

n b
†
n/

√
N , interats only with the total eletron

density that is onserved,

∑

k c
†
kck = 1, the orrespond-

ing part of the Hamiltonian

Ĥq=0 = ω0 b†q=0bq=0 + g (b†q=0 + bq=0)/
√
N , (2)

an be solved exatly

40

. The solutions are given by the

ground and exited states of the displaed q = 0 har-

moni osillator. The displaement of the q = 0 osillator
de�nes the mean total lattie deformation,

xtot = x0

√
N 〈Ψ|(b†q=0 + bq=0)|Ψ〉 = 2x0 g/ω0 , (3)

where |Ψ〉 is any eigenstate of the total Hamiltonian (1)

and x0 is the root mean-square zero-point displaement

√

1/2Mω0, with M the mass of the nulei (h̄ = 1).
In the present work, the loal interplay between the

eletron and its aompanying phonon �eld is referred

to as the loal dynamis. In the stati ω → E0 limit,

the loal eletron-phonon orrelations are haraterized

by the mean total lattie deformation xtot and the or-

relation length d. While xtot is simply determined by

the ratio g/ω0, the orrelation length behaves di�erently

in the ase of the adiabati and the nonadiabati loal

orrelations. The polaron dynamis is adiabati when

the eletron follows the motion of the lattie deformation

almost instantaneously. Nonadiabati dynamis involve

proesses for whih the eletron is temporarily detahed

from the deformation.

The distintion between adiabati and nonadiabati

ontributions is important for the understanding of po-

laron dispersion properties as well. By analogy to d,
whih haraterizes the loal orrelations, the e�etive

polaron mass mpol desribes the translational dynamis

involving the joint motion of the eletron and the phonon

�eld along the lattie. Generally, the e�etive mass is

given by a di�erent ombination of parameters in the adi-

abati and nonadiabati ases. In addition, the polaron

dispersion properties depend on the value of the eletron-

phonon orrelation length d (polaron size). Namely, po-

larons that are large with respet to the lattie onstant

a move as free partiles and an be investigated in the

ontinuum approximation. However, lattie oarsening

e�ets ome into play for small polarons d ∼ a, beause
they an be pinned to the lattie.

The polaron formation is disussed in this work in

terms of analytial results for the ground state energy, the

polaron size, and the e�etive mass for various parame-

ter regimes. However, in the rossover regimes, rather

than simply fousing on these quantities, the analysis

is performed by onsidering the polaron band struture

for ω < E0 + ω0. In this way, important insights into

the nontrivial mixing of fundamentally di�erent ontri-

butions to the polaron dynamis, whih would not be

apparent from an analysis of the ground state and the

e�etive mass alone, are obtained.

III. PERTURBATIVE APPROACHES

In order to disuss the nature of polaron states in the

weak-oupling and small t limits, it is onvenient to ana-

lyze the leading orretions to the polaron binding energy

and the e�etive mass in the ontext of two standard per-

turbative approahes. In partiular, the perturbative or-

retions in g are disussed in Se. III A, while the power

series expansion in t is examined in Se. III B. In the �rst

ase, the perturbative theory is translationally invariant

from the outset, while in the seond ase the perturbative

expansion starts with the atomi t = 0 limit, i.e., from

the state whih breaks the translational symmetry. In

this onnetion, it is interesting to point out that in the

small g and t regime (g, t ≪ ω0) the leading orretions

for both perturbative approahes give the same polaron

behavior. This result serves as good evidene support-

ing the view that both perturbative series are equivalent,

when summed to in�nite order.

A. Leading orretions in g

Up to the seond order in g of the nondegenerate

Shrödinger perturbation theory

56

, the polaron binding

energy is given by

57

∆pol = εp/
√

1 + 4t/ω0 , (4)

while for the e�etive polaron mass one obtains

mpol

mel
= 1 + εp

2t+ ω0

(ω0)
1

2 (4t+ ω0)
3

2

, (5)

with εp = g2/ω0. Up to the seond order, the eletron-

phonon orrelation length d is independent of the ou-

pling g. In partiular, in the stati ω → E0 limit, the

mean lattie deformation deays exponentially with the

distane m from the eletron

58

,

um ∼
(

1 + ω0/2t−
√

ω0/t+ ω2
0/4t

2

)m

. (6)

The polaron is small (d/a ≪ 1) for t/ω0 ≪ 1, and large

(d/a ≫ 1) for t/ω0 ≫ 1.
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In the small polaron limit t/ω0 ≪ 1, the binding energy
and the e�etive mass behave aording to

∆pol ≈ εp ,
mpol

mel
≈ 1 +

∆pol

ω0
. (7)

In the opposite, large polaron limit d/a ∼
√

t/ω0 ≫ 1,
one obtains

∆pol ≈
εp
2

√

ω0

t
,

mpol

mel
≈ 1 +

1

2

∆pol

ω0
. (8)

By introduing Nd = 1 + 2d/a, where Nd is the ef-

fetive number of lattie sites involved by the eletron

dressing e�ets (the polaron size), the binding energy for

weak ouplings an be, to a good approximation, written

as ∆pol ≈ εp/Nd, satisfying the both limiting behaviors

given by Eqs. (7) and (8). The fat that the orrelation

length d depends on the lattie mass through the ra-

tio t/ω0 re�ets the nonadiabati nature of the eletron-

phonon orrelations in the weak-oupling limit. This

holds for any dimensionality of the system. In parti-

ular, in the ontext of the diagrammati perturbation

theory, one �nds that the leading ontribution to the

eletron self-energy is given by the loal bare eletron

propagator

49

, Σ(2)(ω) = g2Gloc(ω−ω0). In the weak ou-
pling limit, the ground-state properties are determined

by the value of Σ(2)(ω) at the bottom of the nearly free

eletron band, whih leads to the orrelation length d
independent of g47.
For large polarons, Eq. (8) an be derived in the on-

tinuum approximation by onsidering the long-wave limit

for the eletron dispersion

47

. On the other hand, for

small polarons, the band struture of Eq. (1) should be

preserved in order to derive Eq. (7).

The weak-oupling regime, for whih the eletron is

only weakly dressed by the phonon loud, is determined

by the ondition ∆pol < ω0. For the one dimensional

system, one obtains

εp/ω0 < Nd ≈ 1 + 2
√

t/ω0 , (9)

i.e., g/ω0 < 1 for t ≪ ω0 and g/ω0 < (t/ω0)
1/4

for

t ≫ ω0. Namely, for∆pol ∼ ω0, the seond and fourth or-

der ontributions to the binding energy are omparable

47

,

meaning that the two-phonon proesses are of similar im-

portane as the single-phonon proesses. In other words,

for ∆pol
>∼ ω0, the eletron is strongly renormalized by

the phonon �eld.

B. Leading orretions in t

In the atomi limit t = 0, the polaron formation

involves a single lattie site and the ground state en-

ergy of the eletron-phonon system is N -fold degenerate,

E0 = −εp. By taking into aount the �rst order orre-

tions in t, one obtains the well-known nonadiabati Lang-
Firsov small polaron band. With respet to the free-

eletron ase, the bandwidth of the Lang-Firsov polaron

band is redued by the eletron quasi-partile weight,

tLF = t exp (−εp/ω0) . (10)

The polaron hopping in Eq. (10) involves proesses for

whih the eletron hops to the neighboring site by de-

tahing itself from the phonon �eld. Suh nonadiabati

ontributions deloalize the whole polaron, rather than

breaking the oherent orrelation between the eletron

and phonons, sine below the phonon threshold the ino-

herent sattering is forbidden by the energy onstraint.

In the small t and weak oupling εp ≪ ω0 limit, the

�rst order expansion in t omputed by the degenerate

Shrödinger perturbation theory gives the same polaron

binding energy and the e�etive mass (i.e., by expand-

ing Eq. (10)) as in Eq. (7), derived in the ontext of

the perturbation theory in g. The rossover between the

weak-oupling regime and the strong-oupling regime, in

whih the (Lang-Firsov) polaron is haraterized by an

exponentially redued bandwidth, ours for

g ∼ ω0 . (11)

In the εp/ω0 ≫ 1 limit, the polaron hopping energy

tLF , given by Eq. (10), beomes negligible. That is, for

εp ≫ ω0
>∼ t, the non-exponentially small orretion to

the polaron ground state energy is given by the seond

order ontribution in t that is independent of the polaron
momentum

59

,

E0 = −εp − 2
t2LF

ω0
[Ei (2εp/ω0)− γ0 − ln (2εp/ω0)]

≈ −εp (1 + t2/ε2p) . (12)

with Ei(x) the exponential integral, and γ0 Euler's on-

stant. The seond term in Eq. (12) is independent of

the lattie mass, revealing the adiabati nature of loal

eletron-phonon orrelations. One noties that this be-

havior is fundamentally di�erent from that obtained in

the weak oupling limit. Namely, in the latter ase, t
appears in the polaron binding energy in Eq. (4) through

the nonadiabati ratio t/ω0.

The nonadiabati hopping (10) is apparently indepen-

dent of the system dimensionality D. On the other hand,

the seond order orretions in Eq. (12) areD-dependent.

However, for εp ≫ ω0
>∼ t, their nature is adiabati just

like in Eq. (12), irrespetively of the system dimension.

IV. ADIABATICALLY SELF-TRAPPED

ELECTRON

When g and/or t annot be treated as small perturba-

tions, instead of dealing with the (high-order) perturba-
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tion theory

47

, it is onvenient to approah the polaron

problem in terms of the adiabati approximation

60,61

.

Namely, when the eletron spetrum is alulated as

a funtion of the lattie deformation, as illustrated in

Fig. 1, a large gap ∆AD opens for strong ouplings. The

gap ∆AD separates the exited states from the ground

state, the latter being haraterized by a �nite eletron-

phonon orrelation length d. This length is, unlike for

weak ouplings, independent of the lattie mass, d ∼ 1/λ,
with λ = εp/t = g2/t ω0.

In the adiabati limit the eletron always stays in the

loalized ground state, i.e., the eletron is self-trapped.

The nonadiabati orretions involve transitions of the

eletron bak and forth into the exited states of the adia-

bati eletron spetrum [see Fig. 1℄. The adiabati regime

is frequently assigned to large values of the ratio t/ω0

(fast eletron vs. slow lattie). However, it is important

to realize that the ondition ∆AD ≫ ω0 that makes the

nonadiabati orretions small depends on the oupling

g, with ∆AD ∼ εp for small polarons and ∆AD ∼ (εp λ)
for large polarons. This means that for small polarons

∆AD an be large even in the small t/ω0 limit. On the

other hand, for large polarons, the ondition t/ω0 ≫ 1
by itself is not su�ient to guarantee ∆AD ≫ ω0, i.e.,

the adiabati behavior.

A. Adiabati approximation

Within the adiabati approximation, the eletron wave

funtion is determined by the lattie deformation, while

the dependene on the lattie momentum is assumed to

be negligibly small. Aordingly, the wave funtion of

the polaron is deomposed into the produt of the lattie

Φph(~u) and the eletron ηn(~u) part,

|Ψ(~u)〉 = Φph(~u) ⊗
∑

n

ηn(~u) ĉ
†
n |0〉 , (13)

with ηn(~u) the ground-state eletron wave funtion.

Hereafter, for sake of brevity the lattie deformation is

denoted by a vetor ~u ≡ {un}. That is, ~u represents

a point in the N -dimensional on�guration spae of lat-

tie deformations. The omponent un is the lattie de-

formation at the site n expressed in dimensionless unit;

un = 1/2 orresponds to the root-mean square zero-point

displaement of the free lattie. In present notation, |~u|
is the norm of the vetor, |~u| = (

∑

n u
2
n)

1

2
. The unit

vetor is denoted by ~̂u, |~̂u| = 1.
The expetation value of the Hamiltonian (1) with re-

spet to the eletron ground state ηn (shifted by the zero

point energy) is given by

ĤAD = −ω0

4

∑

n

∂2

∂u2
n

+ ω0

∑

n

u2
n

− t
∑

n

η∗n(ηn+1 + ηn−1)− 2g
∑

n

un |ηn|2 .(14)

discrete lattice

quantum lattice

motion of the polaron along the lattice

∆
AD

electron
spectrum

ω
0

Figure 1: (Color online) The polaron formation in the Hol-

stein model for strong-ouplings. For all lattie deforma-

tion relevant for the polaron dynamis the assoiated eletron

spetrum, alulated as a funtion of the lattie deformation,

exhibits a large gap ∆AD ≫ ω0, separating the ground (lo-

alized) state from the exited states. Although the eletron

is trapped by the lattie deformation, the translational sym-

metry is preserved beause the eletron an move along the

lattie together with the lattie deformation.

The requirement that the eletron energy εAD(~u) is min-

imal for the given lattie deformation ~u yields

εAD(~u) ηn = −t (ηn+1 + ηn−1)− 2g un ηn , (15)

the solutions of whih an easily be found numerially.

The solution with the lowest energy de�nes the ground

state, whereas other solutions de�ne the exited states of

the adiabati eletron spetrum, shown shematially in

Fig. 1.

Sine the eletron ground state ηn in Eq. (14) is a fun-

tion of the deformation ~u, with the exeption of the �rst

term, the rest of Eq. (14) an be interpreted as the adia-

bati potential UAD(~u) that haraterizes the lattie dy-
namis in the adiabati approximation. The Hamiltonian

ĤAD is translationally invariant just as is the Hamilto-

nian (1). The �rst term in Eq. (14) represents the kineti

energy of the lattie. The ontribution to ĤAD arising

form the fat that the eletron wave funtion and the lat-

tie kineti energy operator do not ommute is negleted

in the adiabati limit.

For the Holstein model, the homogeneous (q = 0)
lattie mode ouples to the total eletron density. For

this reason one should onsider just those lattie defor-

mations in Eq. (15) that satisfy the sum rule (3), i.e.,

∑

n un = g/ω0. The wave funtions ηn depend only on

λ, while the eletron spetrum exhibits a simple saling

property,

εAD(~u, εp, λ) = εp ε̃AD(ω0~u/g, λ) . (16)
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Furthermore, the same property is exhibited by the adi-

abati potential,

UAD(~u) = ω0 | ~u |2 +εAD(~u) = εp ŨAD(ω0~u/g, λ) .
(17)

The only parameter that governs ŨAD(~u) is λ, namely

the parameter that de�nes the adiabati eletron-phonon

orrelation length (the polaron size).

B. The moving set of oordinates

In order to disuss the adiabati polarons, it is on-

venient to introdue a moving set of oordinates ~u =
{s,Qα(s)}, whih allows a natural distintion between

the translational and loal dynamis. Namely, in this

formalism, s represents the position of the polaron in

its translational motion along the minimal energy path.

Qα(s) are the oordinates of the normal modes that move

with the polaron. These oordinates desribe the loal

lattie dynamis involving displaements orthogonal to

the minimal energy path assoiated with the translation.

The formalism of the moving set of oordinates was

originally introdued in the ontext of the quantum �eld

theory in order to analyze soliton-like solutions involv-

ing multi-dimensional on�guration spae

62

. It is exten-

sively used in quantum hemistry to alulate reation

rates for adiabati potentials that desribe various hem-

ial reations

63,64

. In these problems, the minimal energy

path (reation path) usually onnets two minima, sepa-

rated by a potential barrier, orresponding to the desired

reatants and produts. The partiularity of the polaron

problem is that the minimal energy path involves motion

along a periodi lattie,

UAD(s,Qα(s)) = UAD(s+ sa, Qα(s+ sa)) . (18)

with sa denoting the length of the path in the on-

�guration spae ~u that orresponds to the translation

of the polaron by one lattie site. The approah with

the moving set of oordinates was used for the adi-

abati polaron problem previously in the ontinuum

approximation

65,66,67,68

. The analysis presented here ex-

tends those investigations by addressing the issue of lat-

tie oarsening e�ets.

Due to the periodiity, it is su�ient to analyze the

properties of the adiabati potential UAD for one unit ell

in order to identify the key elements of the polaron adi-

abati dynamis. In partiular, in the following setions

three aspets of the adiabati dynamis are separately

disussed: the emergene of the barrier for the transla-

tional motion due to the lattie oarsening, the phonon

softening e�ets related to the loal dynamis involving

�utuations around the minima of the adiabati poten-

tial, and the appearane of the kinemati oupling

67

be-

tween the translational and loal dynamis due to the

urvature of the minimal energy path.

C. Peierls-Nabarro barrier

The translational motion of the polaron along the min-

imal energy path is haraterized by N -fold degenerate

minima and saddle points of UAD(~u). Their di�erene

in energy de�nes the Peierls-Nabarro (PN) barrier ∆PN ,

whih is the minimal energy barrier that must be over-

ome lassially in order to move the adiabati polaron

from one lattie site to another. By hoosing one of the

minima of UAD(~u) as the origin for the oordinate s, the
PN barrier in terms of the moving set of oordinates may

be expressed as

∆PN = UAD(sa/2, Qα = 0)− UAD(0, Qα = 0) . (19)

The lattie on�gurations assoiated with stationary

points of the adiabati potential are obtained by extrem-

izing UAD(~u) with respet to un,

~∇UAD(~u) = 0 ⇒ un = (g/ω0) |ηn|2 . (20)

After inserting Eq. (20) into Eq. (15) one obtains the

disrete nonlinear Shrödinger equation whose stationary

solutions de�ne the stationary points of UAD(~u). The

lattie deformations ~uM
orresponding to the minima are

entered at the lattie site, while the deformations ~uPN

orresponding to the saddle points with the lowest energy

are entered between the neighboring lattie sites. By

inserting Eq. (20) into Eq. (15), one an easily verify

that the PN barrier sales as

∆PN = UAD(~uPN )− UAD(~u
M ) = εp ∆̃PN (λ) . (21)

The PN barrier resaled by εp in Fig. 2 is shown as a

funtion of λ. In the small polaron limit λ ≫ 1, the PN

0 5 10 15

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

λ

∆(λ)
~

Figure 2: The PN barrier ∆̃PN (λ) = ∆PN/εp as a funtion

of λ. It is exponentially small for λ <∼ 1, whereas for λ ≫ 1 it

asymptotially approahes the onstant value ∆̃PN ≈ 1/2
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barrier is the highest, being of the same order of magni-

tude as the polaron binding energy, ∆PN ≈ εp/2. For

large polarons, d/a ∼ λ−1 ≫ 1, the shape of the lattie

deformation is not signi�antly altered by the lattie dis-

reteness as the polaron moves along the minimal energy

path. Aordingly, in the small λ limit one �nds that the

PN barrier is exponentially small

70,71

,

lim
λ→0

∆̃PN (λ) ∼ λ−2 exp (−2π/λ) . (22)

It is worth noting that λ < 1 appears also in the transla-

tionally invariant diagrammati theory as the ondition

for the validity of the ontinuum approximation in the

adiabati limit

47

.

D. Phonon softening

Apart from the role in the polaron translational dy-

namis, the adiabati dynamial orrelations manifest

themselves through the softening of the loal phonon

modes assoiated with the lattie deformation. The adi-

abatially self-trapped eletron introdues an e�etive

oupling between lattie vibrations within the range of

the eletron-phonon orrelation length d ∼ 1/λ. As a

onsequene, the e�etive elasti onstants whih hara-

terize the lattie-deformation normal modes are weaker

than in the ase of unorrelated ω0 lattie vibrations.

In the limit of the large PN barrier ∆PN ≫ ω0, the

loal dynamis of the polaron is restrited to harmoni

�utuations around the minima of UAD(~u), whereas an-
harmoni ontributions to the loal dynamis responsible

for the polaron deloalization an be negleted. Namely,

beause of the exponentially small probability for the

tunneling through the PN barrier, the time sale 1/ω0

assoiated with the loal dynamis is muh shorter than

the time sale on whih the polaron moves along the lat-

tie. The harmoni expansion of the adiabati potential

UAD(~u) around the minimum UAD(~uM ) is given by

UAD(~uM + ~h) ≈ UAD(~uM ) + ω0
~h K̃ ~h . (23)

~h represents the displaement from the equilibrium on-

�guration ~uM
. K̃ is the elasti onstant matrix,

Ki,j = δi,j +Πi,j . (24)

Here, δi,j is the Kroneker delta. Πi,j is the (stati) ele-

tron polarizability matrix desribing the adiabati or-

relations. It is determined by the adiabati hanges of

the eletron wave funtion in response to in�nitely small

lattie displaements from the equilibrium on�guration

~uM
. In terms of the eletron basis orresponding to ~uM

,

one obtains

69

Πi,j(λ) = −4 εp η0i η
0
j

∑

ν 6=0

ηνi η
ν
j

εν − ε0
, (25)

0.5 1 1.5 2 λ

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

ω
B
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Figure 3: (Color online) The eigenfrequenies ωβ/ω0 of the

six lowest normal modes β as funtions of λ. The pinning

and the breather mode are denoted by P and B, respetively.

where the index 0 denotes the ground state solution of

Eq. (15), whereas ν > 0 denotes the exited state solu-

tions. Beause the eletron spetrum ε0, εν , sales a-
ording to Eq. (16), Πi,j(λ) is a funtion of λ.
By solving the matrix problem (24), one obtains the

normal modes of the lattie deformation,

UAD(Qβ) ≈ UAD(~uM ) +
∑

β

ωβ Q2
β . (26)

It should be stressed that the harmoni term in Eq. (26)

inludes the (loal) �utuations along the minimal energy

path too. That is, the oordinate of the normal mode β
with the lowest frequeny in Eq. (26) orresponds to the

oordinate s in the formalism of the moving set of o-

ordinates {s,Qα(s)}. In this respet, it is important to

distinguish between the �utuations around the minima

assoiated with the oordinate s and the motion from one

minimum to another involving the same oordinate. The

latter ontributes to the translational dynamis, whereas

the former is assoiated with the loal dynamis. Here-

after, the index β is used to denote the full set of N
normal modes appearing in Eq. (26), alulated with re-

spet to the potential minimum. The index α involves

the moving set of N − 1 normal modes orthogonal to the

minimal energy path.

The lattie deformation

~Qβ = {Qβ,n} assoiated to

the normal oordinate Qβ may be either symmetri or

antisymmetri with respet to the polaron enter, whih

de�nes the parity of the normal mode β. Beause the

elasti onstant matrix (24) is determined by λ, the same

applies to the unit vetors

~̂Qβ and to the ratios ωβ/ω0

de�ning the frequeny softening.

The eigenfrequenies ωβ/ω0 of the six lowest normal

modes are plotted in Fig. 3. The softening e�ets are

partiularly strong for the lowest odd (pinning, β = P )
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and the lowest even (breather, β = B) mode. The fre-

queny of the odd pinning mode ωβ=P tends to zero in

the large polaron limit [the left side of Fig. 3℄. This is a

onsequene of the disappearane of the PN barrier (22)

for small λ; in the ∆PN → 0 limit, the restoring fore

vanishes for �utuations in the diretion parallel to the

minimal energy path.

In the d ∼ λ−1 ≪ 1 limit, the adiabati orrelations in

the lattie dynamis at di�erent sites disappear sine the

eletron and the lattie deformation loalize to a single

lattie site. In the absene of adiabati orrelations in-

volving multiple lattie sites there is no frequeny soften-

ing. Aordingly, in Fig. 3 one observes that for 1/λ → 0
all the frequenies ωβ approah the bare value ω0.

E. Curvature of the minimal energy path

For the lattie with yli boundary onditions, the

minimal energy path forms a losed loop in the on�gu-

ration spae of lattie deformations ~u. The urvature of
this path, whih depends nontrivially on εp and λ, intro-
dues a kinemati oupling

67

between the motion along

the minimal energy path and the motion orthogonal to

it. This e�et an be investigated by expressing the ki-

neti part of the Hamiltonian (14) in the representation

of the moving set of oordinates {s,Qα(s)}.
First, in the moving set of oordinates the lattie de-

formation ~u is expressed as

~u(s,Qα) = ~a(s) +
∑

α

~̂Qα(s) Qα , (27)

with ~a(s) the lattie deformation orresponding to the

point s along the minimal energy path and

~̂Qα(s) the

unit vetor representing the unit displaement along the

normal oordinate Qα, orthogonal to the minimal energy

path. The total di�erential d~u is given by

d~u =

[

∂~a(s)

∂s
+
∑

α

∂ ~̂Qα(s)

∂s
Qα

]

ds+
∑

α

~̂Qα(s) dQα .

(28)

Multiplying Eq. (28) by the unit vetor ∂~a(s)/∂s, whih
is tangential to the minimal energy path, gives

∂~a(s)

∂s
d~u =

[

1 +
∑

α

(

∂ ~̂Qα(s)

∂s

∂~a(s)

∂s

)

Qα

]

ds . (29)

Using the ompleteness relation for the unit vetors

{∂~a(s)/∂s, ~̂Qα}, after some algebra, one obtains the fol-

lowing expression for the kineti energy assoiated with

the motion along the minimal energy path

63

∂2

∂s2
∼
[

1−
∑

α

κα(s)Qα

]−2

, (30)

with

κα(s) = −∂ ~̂Qα(s)

∂s

∂~a(s)

∂s
= ~̂Qα(s)

∂2~a(s)

∂s2
. (31)

It is assumed here that the seond term inside the

square brakets of Eq. (30) is small for lattie on�gu-

rations Qα relevant for the polaron dynamis. Other-

wise, the singularities appear in the theory, indiating

that the regime, for whih the moving set of oordinates

{s,Qα(s)} is inadequate, has been reahed. In partiu-

lar, in the ase when the �utuations orthogonal to the

minimal energy path are desribed by the zero-point mo-

tion, 〈Q2
α〉 ∼ 1, one �nds that the appliability of the

urrent formalism is restrited by the ondition

κ(s) ≪ 1 , κ(s) =

√

∑

α

κ2
α(s) , (32)

where the oe�ients κα(s) determine how the urvature

of the minimal energy path is partitioned among the nor-

mal modes α.
Values of the oe�ients κα(s) for di�erent modes may

be estimated by performing a simple analysis of the adi-

abati potential UAD(~u). In this respet, it is onvenient

to use quantities whih are simple funtions of Hamilto-

nian parameters. In partiular, it is onvenient to on-

sider the relationship between two lattie deformations

assoiated to the neighboring stationary points of the adi-

abati potential. The displaement

~hPN
from the min-

imum to the nearest saddle point in the on�guration

0.5 1 1.5 2 λ

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

cos
2γP

cos
2γB

10 x ∆
PN

~

10
3x ∆

PN

~

Figure 4: (Color online) In general, the projetion of the dis-

plaement vetor

~hPN
, given by Eq. (33), is substantial only

in the diretion of the pinning β = P and breather β = B
oordinates (dashed urves), cos2 γP + cos2 γB ≈ 1. For large
polarons (λ <∼ 1) it is substantial only in the diretion of the

pinning oordinate, cos2 γP ≈ 1. The PN barrier for εp = 10
and εp = 103 is plotted by solid urves.
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spae ~u in terms of the normal modes, obtained in Eq.

(26), is given by

~hPN = ~uPN − ~uM = |~hPN |





∑

β

~̂Qβ cos γβ



 , (33)

with |~hPN | ∼ g/ω0 and the arguments γβ are funtions

of λ. Sine κα(s) ∼ ω0/g, it is the arguments γβ that

de�ne the nontrivial relation between the urvature of

the minimal energy path and the normal modes β.

From Fig. 4 one an see that

~hPN
lies almost entirely

in the plane of the lattie on�gurations spanned by the

pinning β = P and breather β = B oordinates. That

is, cos2 γβ=P + cos2 γβ=B > 0.99 is satis�ed for all λ.
Aording to these �ndings, one may onlude that the

e�ets due to the urvature of the minimal energy path

are, in general, important just for the two normal modes

β with the lowest frequenies. The interpretation of this

result in the ontext of the moving set of oordinates is

straightforward. For the kinemati oupling in Eq. (30),

only the oe�ient κα(s) assoiated to the moving nor-

mal mode α with the lowest frequeny is signi�ant, while

for the other modes the oe�ients an be negleted.

V. LARGE ADIABATIC POLARONS

The large adiabati polaron (d/a ∼ λ−1 ≫ 1) has

many analogies with a lassial soliton (with a funda-

mental di�erene that it arries the elementary harge

e). Its loal dynamis is haraterized by a large gap in

the eletron spetrum ∆AD ≫ ω0, involving a large lat-

tie deformation with respet to the zero point displae-

ments. Conerning the translational dynamis, the quan-

tum tunneling e�ets an be negleted beause the pin-

ning potential (22) vanishes exponentially with d. Thus,
for ∆AD ≫ ω0 and λ ≪ 1, the same arguments as those

appearing in the soliton theory, based on the large e�e-

tive mass, an be used to justify the use of the lassial

approximation.

It should be stressed that long-range adiabati orre-

lations our only for one dimensional Holstein polarons.

Indeed, the regime of large adiabati polarons makes the

1D ase exeptional. In ontrast, the other regimes in

the phase diagram disussed herein appear regardless of

the dimensionality.

In what follows, a short overview of the properties of

the large adiabati polaron derived in the lassial limit

is given in Se. VA. The rossover from large adiabati

polarons to large polarons in the weak-oupling regime

is disussed in the ontext of the ontinuum (λ ≪ 1)
approximation in Se. VB. The rossover from freely

moving to pinned adiabati (∆AD ≫ ω0) polarons due

to the lattie oarsening e�ets is disussed in Se. VC.

For both of the afore mentioned rossovers involving

large polarons one should onsider quantum �utuations

of the lattie deformation �eld, the nature of whih is

qualitatively di�erent for the two ases. By rossing

towards weak-oupling (∆PN ∼ ω0), it turns out that

the nonadiabati quantum eletron-phonon orrelations

take ontrol of the polaron dynamis. On the other

hand, the polaron dynamis remains adiabati in the

rossover regime between freely moving and pinned po-

larons (λ ∼ 1). In this latter ase, the quantization of the
lattie deformation �eld is neessary in order to desribe

the quantum tunneling through the PN barrier.

A. Classial lattie theory of large adiabati

polarons

By treating the lattie lassially in the ontinuum

limit for the polaron solution with the minimal energy,

one obtains

53,72

uM
n =

2g

ω0
|ηn|2 , ηn =

√
λ

2
sech [λ (n− ξ/a)/2] . (34)

uM
n is the lassial lattie deformation at the site n and

ηn is the eletron wave funtion. λ de�nes the eletron-

phonon orrelation length d, whereas ξ represents the

position of the polaron on the ontinuous axis. The

binding energy of the large adiabati polaron (34) is

one third of the gap in the adiabati eletron spetrum,

∆pol = ∆AD/3, with ∆AD = εp λ/473.
The solution in Eq. (34), whih breaks the (full) trans-

lational symmetry, de�nes the stati polaron properties.

The eletron ηn is trapped by the self-onsistent lat-

tie deformation uM
n . The full translational symmetry

is restored by onsidering ξ as a dynamial oordinate,

ξ = x − vt, where ξ orresponds to the Goldstone mode

of the ontinuous translational symmetry. In the ontin-

uum approximation, the e�etive polaron mass mpol
67

,

mpol ∼
∑

n

(∂un/∂ξ)
2
,

mpol

mel
=

2

15

1

ω2
0

(εp λ)
2
, (35)

is linear in the mass of nuleus, mpol ∼ ω−2
0 . The same

result may be derived in the ontext of the moving set

of oordinates {s,Qα(s)} by negleting the urvature of

the minimal energy path,

d~s = ~̂s [∂s/∂ξ] dξ ⇒ ds2 ∼ m∗ dξ2 . (36)

Furthermore, suh behavior of the e�etive mass together

with the behavior of the polaron size d ∼ 1/λ is obtained

from the saling properties of the in�nite-order diagram-

mati perturbation theory

47

, whih is translationally in-

variant and quantum from the outset.

Conerning the loal dynamis, the elasti onstants

ωβ and the parity of the normal modes derived in the
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ontinuum approximation (∆PN = 0) are given in Table

I

74

. The pinning mode, for whih the elasti onstant

ωβ=P is zero, orresponds to the Goldstone mode for the

polaron translation. The values in Table I represent the

λ−1 → 0 limits of the plots in Fig. 3.

B. Crossover towards weak-oupling regime

The properties of the large adiabati polaron have been

disussed so far by treating the translational and loal

dynamis separately. However, due to the urvature of

the minimum energy path, a kinemati oupling emerges

between the oordinates s and Qα(s). Within the ontin-

uum approximation, the urvature of the minimal energy

path (32) sales as

67

κ ≈ κα=B ∼
√
λ−1 ω0/g . (37)

By inserting Eq. (37) into Eq. (32), the regime of weak

kinemati oupling an be identi�ed,

κ2 ≪ 1 ⇒ εp λ ≫ ω0 . (38)

One observes from Eq. (38) that, in the ontinuum

λ ≪ 1 limit, the ondition (32) is just a restatement of

the ondition ∆AD = εp λ/4 ≫ ω0 that justi�es the adi-

abati approximation. In other words, for large polarons

the singularities in the kineti energy (30) obtained in the

adiabati approximation oinide with the breakdown of

the adiabati approximation. This result has a simple

physial interpretation. The quantum e�ets assoiated

with the zero-point motion perpendiular to the minimal

energy path should be a small perturbation to the adia-

bati motion of the equilibrium lattie pro�le (34) along

the ontinuous axis. If this ondition is not satis�ed,

the adiabati approximation breaks (∆AD ∼ ω0) and the

nonadiabati quantum �utuations take over.

This interpretation is onsistent with Eq. (9), derived

from the weak-oupling side. It an be therefore on-

luded that the rossover between large adiabati po-

larons and large nonadiabati polarons in the weak-

oupling regime ours for εp λ ∼ ω0, or equivalently,

for g/ω0 ∼ (t/ω0)
1

4
.

Table I: The spae symmetry and the frequenies of the adi-

abatially softened normal modes obtained in the ontinuum

approximation.

ωβ=P ωβ=B ω2 ω3 ω4 ω5

symmetry − + − + − +

ωβ/ω0 0 0.648 0.882 0.912 0.949 0.958

C. Crossover towards pinned polarons

While in the ontinuum limit the large adiabati po-

laron behaves essentially as a free partile, the polaron

spetrum exhibits a gapped band struture when the lat-

tie oarsening e�ets are taken into aount. In the sim-

plest terms, the pinning e�ets on the polaron dispersion

properties an be analyzed by negleting the urvature

of the minimal energy path for the polaron translation,

whih is appropriate in the regime of large adiabati po-

larons (εp ≫ εp λ ≫ ω0).

Assuming that the PN potential behaves approxi-

mately as UPN (s) = ∆PN sin2 (πs/sa), with sa being

the length of the minimal energy path orresponding to

the translation of the polaron by one lattie site,

mpol ∼ s2a ≈
∑

n

(uM
n+1 − uM

n )2 , (39)

the polaron dispersion properties are determined by

Mathieu's equation. Introduing x = s/sa, one obtains

[

ω0

4

1

s2a

∂2

∂x2
+ E

(n)
K −∆PN sin2 (π x)

]

Ψ(x) = 0 . (40)

The translationally invariant solutions of the Math-

ieu's equation (40), shown in Fig. 5, desribe the disper-

sion properties of large adiabati polarons in the presene

of pinning e�ets. The band struture in Fig. 5 is ob-

tained by alulating numerially the stationary points

of UAD(~u) that de�ne sa in Eq. (39) and ∆PN in Eq.

(21). In Eq. (40), E
(n)
K is the energy of the polaron with

momentum K, with n distinguishing between di�erent

bands.

In Fig. 5, the PN barrier is plotted by the thik urve.

For large PN barriers [right side of Fig. 5℄ the polaron

bands are very narrow. In this limit, the separation be-

tween di�erent bands is given by the frequeny of the

pinning mode ωα=P , disussed in onnetion with Eq.

(26). In the limit of a vanishing PN barrier [the left side

of the Fig. 5℄ all the gaps between bands lose. The

spetrum desribes a free-like partile, with the e�etive

mass given by Eq. (39). In the ontinuum λ ≪ 1 limit,

Eq. (39) redues to Eq. (35), the latter being derived in

the lassial approximation. That is, in the ontinuum

λ ≪ 1 limit, the same e�etive mass haraterizes the

quantum and the lassial motion of the large adiabati

polaron.

The band struture in Fig. 5 involves the bands for

whih all the osillators assoiated with the dynamis

orthogonal to the energy path are in the ground state.

Additional bands are obtained by onsidering the exita-

tions of these osillators,

E(K,n, nα) = E
(n)
K +

∑

α6=P

nα ωα . (41)
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Figure 5: (Color online) The translationally invariant solu-

tions of Eq. (40) that desribe the dispersion E
(n)
K of large

adiabati polarons in the presene of the PN barrier. K is

the momentum and n is the band number. For n even, where

n = 0 denotes the lowest band, the bands are bounded from

below and above by the K = 0 (full urves) and K = π
(dashed urves) states, respetively. For n odd the situation

is opposite, i.e., the bands are inverted. The thik urve is

the PN barrier ∆PN .

The treatment of the large adiabati polaron in Eq. (41)

neglets entirely the e�ets due to the urvature κ(s)
of the minimal energy path. With these e�ets taken

into aount, one would observe a weak hybridization

between di�erent nα 6= 0 bands. The hybridization issue

is disussed in more detail in Se. VIB.

VI. SMALL PINNED POLARONS

A. Adiabati translational dynamis

It was argued in Se. VB that, in the ontext of the

(adiabati) moving set of oordinates, the inreasing im-

portane of kinemati ontributions in the ontinuum

limit an be traed from the urvature of the minimal en-

ergy path κ(s). In partiular, the singularities in Eq. (30)
are avoided only for su�iently large εp, εp/ω0

>∼ λ−1
.

For small polarons, on the other hand, the singularities

in the ontext of the moving set of oordinates appear

due to the partiular shape of the adiabati potential for

any value of εp. That is, although in the εp ≫ ω0 limit

κ(s) satis�es Eq. (32) along the minimal energy path

that onnets two minima of the adiabati potential, this

quantity is singular at the minima. As argued here, the

nature of the singularities in the ases of the large and

small polarons is fundamentally di�erent. In the former

ase, the quantum �utuations perpendiular to the min-

imal energy path are involved, whereas in the latter the

singularities are found along the minimal energy path it-

self.

The urvature κ(s) is singular at the minima of UAD(~u)

PQ

QB
a)

PQ

QB
b)

Figure 6: The adiabati potential as funtion of oordinates

Qβ=P and Qβ=B, belonging to the pinning and breather nor-

mal modes for λ = 1.2 and λ = 4. The absolute mini-

mum of UAD(Qβ=P , Qβ=B) is at the origin, while the two

loal minima orrespond to polarons entered at the nearest-

neighboring sites.

when the normal mode with the lowest frequeny is the

(even) breather mode. As an be observed from Fig.

2, this happens for λ >∼ 1.4. The shape of the adiabati
potential as a funtion of the pinning Qβ=P and breather

Qβ=B normal oordinates is ompared for large (ωβ=P <
ωβ=B) and small (ωβ=P > ωβ=B) polarons in Fig. 6. In

Fig. 6a the minimal energy path passes the minimum

~uM
tangentially in the diretion of the axis Qβ=P . On

the other hand, in Fig. 6b the minimal energy path in

the viinity of ~uM
is in the diretion of the axis Qβ=B,

with ~uM
representing the (singular) turning point. This

result regarding the appearane of singularities in the

small polaron ase an easily be generalized to higher

dimensional latties.
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B. Crossover between small and large adiabati

polarons

With the omplex shape of the adiabati potential,

the quantitatively aurate desription of the adiabati

translational dynamis for small polarons relies on nu-

merial methods. The problem is simpli�ed by the

large PN barrier, whih permits one to onsider only the

nearest-neighbor hopping proesses. One may start with

a set of vibrational wave funtions that desribe har-

moni �utuations around the minima of UAD(~u), and
then alulate the overlap integrals between the vibra-

tional wave funtions involving the nearest neighbor sites.

Beause the minimal energy path within the unit ell

pratially lies in the plane of the pinning and breather

modes (as disussed in onnetion with Fig. 4), the over-

lap integrals should be onsidered expliitly only for these

two modes

52

. Following suh a proedure, one obtains a

tight-binding problem that an easily be solved, in parti-

ular numerially. In fat, with generalizations neessary

for the desription of large polarons and nonadiabati

ontributions, the orrespondingly extended approah is

used by the relevant oherent states method (RCSM).

The latter methodology, introdued reently in Ref.

52

,

alulates aurately the polaron spetra for the whole

parameter spae.

Figure 7a shows the RCSM polaron spetrum in the

rossover regime λ ≈ 1 between large and small adia-

bati polarons (t/ω0 = 250). It involves the lowest po-

laron band, denoted by G, and six exited bands. All

the states are given with respet to the polaron ground

state E0 ≡ E
(i=0)
K=0 . The notations B (breather) and P

(pinning) relate the narrow bands on the right side of

the spetra (large PN barrier) with the harmoni adia-

bati theory. For example, PB denotes the band whih

involves the exitation of the pinning and the breather

mode shown in Fig. 3, i.e., its position in the spetrum

is determined by ωβ=B + ωβ=P . BB means a double

exitation of the breather mode, and so on.

The spetrum in Fig. 7a is given for the same hoie of

parameters as in Fig. 5. By omparing these two spe-

tra for λ <∼ 1, one �nds that the energies of the (large)

polaron states in Fig. 7a behave aording to the pre-

dition of the approximate alulation of Eq. (41), de-

rived by entirely negleting the urvature of the minimal

energy path. In partiular, there is no signi�ant dif-

ferene in the dispersion properties of the large polaron

desribed by the solutions [Fig. 5℄ of Mathieu's equa-

tion (40) and the RCSM states marked by the arrows

in Fig. 7a. Conerning the loal dynamis, the K = 0
state marked by the �lled irle involves the exitation

of the breather mode. Its energy on the left side of Fig.

7a (λ <∼ 1) is very lose to the energy of the breather

mode ωβ=B ≈ 0.65, obtained in the ontinuum approxi-

mation [see Table I℄. This result agrees with Eq. (41) as

well. Thus, it an be onluded that our Eq. (41) gives

a very satisfatory desription of the large polaron band

struture in the presene of lattie oarsening e�ets.

15 λ=1 17 18 19 20g

0.5

1

EK
(i)

G

B

P

BBPBPPPPP

5 6 7 8g

0.5

1

EK
(i)

5 6 7 8g

0.25

0.5

0.75

B

P

BB

G

Figure 7: (Color online) The lowest polaron band and the

exited polaron bands assoiated to the pinning and breather

modes, alulated by the RCSM, for t = 250 in the upper and

for t = 25 in the lower panel (ω0 = 1). The spetra are shifted
by the ground state energy. The K = 0 and K = π states

are plotted by full and dashed urves, respetively. The inset

shows the band struture for t = 25 in terms of 22 states with

di�erent momenta for eah band, K = 0, π, n× 0.15, n ≤ 20.

The polaron spetrum in the rossover regime between

pinned small polaron states and freely moving large po-

laron states exhibits a partiularly omplex struture. It

is haraterized by a strong hybridization between dif-

ferent exited bands, as an be seen from Fig. 7b for

t/ω0 = 25. The hybridization is best observed from the

inset of Fig. 7b, in whih the eah band is shown in terms

of 22 states with di�erent momenta. The �rst and seond

exited bands touh in Fig. 7b for g/ω0 ≈ 6.3. This band
touhing orresponds to the symmetry allowed rossing

of the two K = π polaron states of opposite parity. A

detailed disussion of parity properties an be found in

Ref.

39

. For g/ω0 < 6.3 in Fig. 7b, the strong hybridiza-

tion results in a very atypial dispersion; the K = 0 and

K = π states of the �rst exited band interset twie.

On the left side of the spetrum in Fig. 7b involving

large polarons (t/ω0 = 25), the exited band orrespond-
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ing to the exited breather mode (the K = 0 state is

denoted by the �lled irle) shifts towards the phonon

threshold with dereasing g. This indiates the presene
of nonadiabati ontributions to the polaron dynamis,

the onsequene of whih is a suppression of the adiabati

softening of the breather mode that moves with the po-

laron. As one an see from Fig. 7a, this shift is far less

pronouned for larger values of ∆AD/ω0 [t/ω0 = 250 in

Fig. 7a vs. t/ω0 = 25 in Fig. 7b℄.

C. Adiabati and nonadiabati small-polaron

hopping

In the regime of small pinned polarons εp λ > εp ≫ ω0,

the large gap in the adiabati eletron spetrum, ∆AD ∼
εp, makes the loal dynamis adiabati irrespetively of

the ratio t/ω0. However, due to the large PN barrier,

∆PN ≈ ∆AD/4, two kind of proesses should be onsid-

ered for the translational dynamis. The small polaron

hopping is adiabati when dominated by the proesses in

whih the eletron and the lattie deformation move to-

gether to the neighboring site. Yet, when the deformation

�eld is pinned by the PN barrier too strongly, the deloal-

ization energy is gained by the nonadiabati rather than

the adiabati hops of the eletron to the neighboring site.

During the nonadiabati hops, the eletron is detahed

temporarily from the lattie deformation �eld.

It is onvenient to disuss the distintion between the

adiabati and nonadiabati regimes for the small-polaron

hopping by onsidering the two-site model as the results

exist in losed form

75,76,77,78

. As long as the eletron-

phonon orrelation length is shorter than the size of the

luster under onsideration, one may expet that the

obtained solutions satisfatorily reprodue the main po-

laron properties. In partiular, in the limit d ∼ 1/λ → 0,
it an be argued that the dimensionality and the yli

boundary onditions that haraterize lusters of di�er-

ent size are not of deisive importane.

Regarding the nonadiabati small-polaron hopping, it

should be notied that the hopping energy in the lead-

ing order in t, given by Eq. (10), depends only on the

quasi-partile weight exp (−εp/ω0). All the phonons on-
tributing to this quantity involve a single lattie site,

whih makes it independent of the luster size and the

dimensionality of the lattie.

By separating out the homogenous lattie deformation,

the adiabati potential for the two-site luster is obtained

as

76

U2(x̃) = εp (x̃2 −
√

2x̃2 + λ−2) , x̃ = ω0 x/g , (42)

with x the relative lattie deformation between the two

sites. Obviously, the e�ets due to the urvature of the

minimal energy path annot be addressed within the two-

site model. However, for λ ≫ 1, the adiabati hopping

energy that haraterizes the motion along the path that

onnets two minima behaves similarly, independently of

the luster size and system dimensionality. Namely, the

saling properties of the adiabati potential, given by Eq.

(17), are a general property of the Holstein Hamiltonian.

For example, the adiabati potential for the three-site

luster in polar oordinates takes the form

79

:

U3(r̃, φ) = 2εp
√

2h/3 cos (φ/3)

r̃ = ω0 r/g , cosφ = −f/h
3

2 ,

h = r̃2 + 3λ−2/2

f = r̃3 cos (3φ) + (3λ−2/2)
3

2 .

For both, U2(x̃) and U3(r̃, φ), only λ de�nes the essential

dependenies. Starting with the 1/λ → 0 limit, in whih

the PN barrier is the same for any luster, ∆PN = εp/2,
one �nds that the leading orretion in 1/λ involves the

top of the PN barrier. Namely, at this point the polaron

is entered between two lattie sites, meaning that the

eletron is equally shared between the two neighboring

sites. The kineti energy gain due to suh eletron delo-

alization is given by the eletron hopping energy t. On
the other hand, it is easy to verify that the 1/λ orre-

tions to the minima of the adiabati potential are given in

the seond order. Thus, the PN barrier up to the leading

order in 1/λ behaves aording to ∆PN ≈ εp (1/2−1/λ),
in perfet agreement with numerial results in Fig. (2),

derived in the ontext of the in�nite lattie.

For λ > 1 (pinned polarons) the potential U2(x̃) ex-

hibits two minima at x̃M = ±
√
1− λ−2/

√
2, whih are

separated by the PN barrier. The frequeny of the har-

moni vibrations around the two minima is softened with

respet to the bare frequeny ω0,

ω′/ω0 ≈
√

1− λ−2 . (43)

The polaron hopping energy an be estimated by using

the quasi-lassial WKB approximation

80

,

ln(tApol) ∼ −2

∫ xM

0

√

|E0 − U2(x)| dx . (44)

with E0 = U2(x
M ) + ω′/2. Following Ref.

78

, for g >∼ t
the adiabati hopping energy is obtained as

tApol ≈ (2π)−1ω′ exp (−(εp/ω0) f(λ)) ,

f(λ) =
√

1− λ−2 − λ−2 ln

(

1 +
√
1− λ−2

λ−1

)

. (45)

In the λ ≫ 1 limit, whih is of interest here, tApol sales
as

tApol ≈ h̄ω′

π
exp

(

−εp/h̄ω (1 − 1/2λ2)
)

(46)

∼ exp (−εp/ω0) exp (t2/2g2) . (47)
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The term t2/g2 in the exponential does not appears in

the ase of nonadiabati hopping in Eq. (10). Thus, it

follows that for t >∼ g the adiabati hopping dominates

the small-polaron translational dynamis

8,81

.

On the other hand, for g >∼ t, the integration in

Eq. (44) gives the same exponential behavior as in

Eq. (10)

78

,

tApol ≈ π−1 g exp (−εp/ω0) . (48)

In the regime g >∼ t, when the adiabati and nonadiabati
hopping energies di�er only in the preexponential fator,

the nature of the small-polaron hopping is apparently

mixed. Yet, sine Eq. (48) is derived by negleting kineti

energy ontributions related to nonadiabati e�ets, its

appliability in the whole g >∼ t regime still remains to

be veri�ed.

As pointed out in onnetion with Eq. (14), the lattie

kineti energy operator in the adiabati limit behaves as

if it ommutes with the eletron wave funtion. In gen-

eral, of ourse, this is not the ase and one should on-

sider the orresponding kineti ontributions as well. In

partiular, for the two-site model the alulations an be

performed analytially. The ground-state eletron wave

funtion orresponding to the adiabati potential (42) is

given by

76

|η〉 = cos η(x̃) |c†1〉+ sin η(x̃) |c†2〉

cos η(x̃) =

√

1

2
+

√
2x̃

2
√
2x̃2 + λ−2

sin η(x̃) =

√

1

2
−

√
2x̃

2
√
2x̃2 + λ−2

, (49)

where |c†1〉 and |c†2〉 are the wave funtions of the eletron
loalized at the site 1 and 2, respetively. The exat

expetation value of the lattie kineti energy is obtained

as

〈η|T̂ |η〉 = −ω0

4

∂2

∂x2
+∆T (x̃) ,

∆T (x̃) =
εp
8

(

ω0

εp

)2(
λ−1

λ−2 + 2x̃2

)2

. (50)

The nonadiabati ontribution ∆T (x̃) has the shape of a
squared Lorentzian entered at the top of the PN barrier

x̃ = 0. Using a simple variational approah, it is shown in

Ref.

75

that ∆T (x̃) introdues orretions to the adiabati
hopping energy (48) given by

lim
1/λ→0

tApol ∼ g e−εp/ω0

(

1− π

8

ω0

t
+O

(

ω0

g

))

. (51)

The ω0/t orretion in Eq. (51) learly demonstrates

that for t <∼ ω0 the adiabati treatment of the small-

polaron hopping breaks down. In this regime the funtion

U2(x̃) + ∆T (x̃) at x̃ ≈ 0 takes values that are larger

than the free eletron energy, meaning that the eletron

neessarily detahes from the lattie deformation during

the hop.

The nature of the small polaron hopping is ontrover-

sial in the literature

82

. From the urrent analysis, it

might be onluded that the translational dynamis of

the small pinned polarons (εp λ > εp ≫ ω0) is nonadia-

bati for t <∼ ω0 and adiabati for t > g. The regime

ω0
<∼ t <∼ g appears as a rossover regime in whih

the hopping proesses involve a mixture of adiabati and

nonadiabati ontributions. The situation is muh sim-

pler with the loal dynamis. In the whole regime of small

pinned polarons the nonadiabati ontribution ∆T (x̃)
given by Eq. (50) vanishes for x̃ ≈ x̃M

, i.e., the loal dy-

namis is adiabati. In partiular, for the two-site model

the loal dynamial orrelations are haraterized by the

adiabatially softened frequeny (43).

D. Polaron self-trapping

The term polaron self-trapping is frequently used in the

literature to mark the hange from free-partile-like to

exponentially-large e�etive mass behavior of the polaron

states. In the small t limit, t/ω0 ≪ 1, disussed in Se.

III B, this hange ours for a nonadiabati ombination

of parameters, g/ω0 ≈ 1. For the opposite limit, t/ω0 ≫
1, it is argued in Se. VIB that the polaron self-trapping

ours for λ ≈ 1, where λ is a parameter independent of

the mass of the nuleus.

By onstruting a very simple additive ombination

of the nonadiabati and the adiabati riteria for the po-

laron self-trapping, one obtains an empirial formula that

aurately desribes the polaron self-trapping regime for

the whole parameter spae,

gST = ω0 +
√
t ω0 . (52)

The formula (52) was suggested in Ref.

45

, by onsidera-

tion of numerial solutions for the lowest polaron band.

It satis�es both limiting behaviors disussed in this work:

gST /ω0 ≈ 1 in the small t limit and g2ST /t ω0 = λST ≈ 1
in the large t limit.

For moderate values of t/ω0, for whih the two terms

ontributing to gST in Eq. (52) are omparable, a om-

plex mixture of adiabati and nonadiabati ontributions

takes plae in the polaron self-trapping regime. In Fig.

8 the polaron spetrum is shown for t/ω0 = 2.5. Unlike
in Figs. 7a and 7b, the gap between the lowest and the

exited bands remains onsiderable for all ouplings, in-

diating that the adiabati dynamis is haraterized by

a substantial PN barrier. That is, whereas this gap loses

in Fig. 7a as g is dereased [see the lowest two K = π
states pointed by the arrow℄, in Fig. 8 all the exited
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Figure 8: (Color online) The polaron band struture for t =
2.5 (ω0 = 1) alulated by the RCSM. The spetrum is shifted

by the ground state energy. The K = 0 and K = π states are

plotted by full and dashed urves, respetively.

polaron bands shift towards the phonon threshold. This

shift is a lear indiation that the nonadiabati orrela-

tions take ontrol of the loal dynamis in the left-part of

Fig. 8, meaning that this parameter regime orresponds

to weak ouplings.

On the right side of Fig. 8, orresponding to the pinned

small polarons, the positions of the narrow exited bands

in the spetrum are well predited by the harmoni adi-

abati theory. Sine t ∼ g, aording to the disussion in

Se. VIC, the polaron hopping energy involves adiabati

and nonadiabati proesses. This onlusion agrees with

the numerial analysis of the small polaron hopping for

the in�nite lattie arried out in Ref.

55

.

VII. PHASE DIAGRAM

A. One dimensional ase

The disussion of the polaron properties in this work

an be summarized in terms of the two dihotomies in the

polaron dynamis, loal vs. translational and adiabati

vs. nonadiabati, with emphasis given to the importane

of the lattie oarsening. The orresponding phase dia-

gram for the Holstein polaron is proposed in Fig. 9. Dif-

ferent regimes and rossovers between them are drawn in

the two-dimensional parameter spae g/ω0 vs.
√

t/ω0.

Along the solid urve in Fig. 9, orresponding to

Eq. (9), the polaron binding energy ∆pol is of the order

of the bare phonon energy ω0. Above this urve the lo-

al dynamis is adiabati (self-trapped eletron), whereas

below is the weak-oupling regime (weakly dressed ele-

tron). It is stressed in Se. III A that, for weak ouplings,

the loal and translational dynamis of the polaron are

nonadiabati. In the absene of adiabati orrelations,

the spetrum below the phonon threshold exhibits a sin-

gle polaron band. Additional polaron bands below the

phonon threshold appear in the regime above the solid

urve in Fig. 9, due to the adiabati softening of the

phonon modes assoiated with the (large) lattie defor-

mation.

Along the thin dashed urves in Fig. 9 the eletron-

phonon orrelation length d (polaron size) takes onstant
values. In the weak-oupling regime d is independent of g,
whereas in the regime above the solid urve d is indepen-

dent of the lattie mass, being onstant for λ = g2/ω0 t
onstant. The thin dashed urves in Fig. 9 are given for

λ = 2n, with n representing an integer in the range from

−2 to 7, inlusively. Along the thik dashed urve, orre-

sponding to λ = 1, the polaron deformation spreads over

a few lattie sites. The polarons are small/large in the

region on the left/right side of the λ = 1 urve. In the

ase of large polarons, as argued in Se. III A for weak

ouplings and in Se. V for the adiabati limit, in order

to alulate the polaron binding energy and the e�e-

tive mass one may apply the ontinuum approximation,

whih neglets the lattie oarsening e�ets.

The green area in Fig. 9 orresponds to the regime of

large adiabati polarons. In this regime, the polarons be-

have as free partiles with large mass. The mass is given

by Eq. (35), derived here by treating the lattie lassi-

ally in the ontinuum approximation. In the regime of

large adiabati polarons, as disussed in onnetion with

Eq. (38), the kinemati oupling in Eq. (30) between the

translational degree of freedom and the adiabatially-

softened normal modes that move with the polaron is

weak, saling as

√
λ−1ω0/g. This means that in the ase

of large adiabati polarons, the loal and translational

dynamis an be treated separately, as in Eq. (41). From

Fig. 9, one observes that the large adiabati polaron

rosses diretly into a large nonadiabati polaron for

weak-ouplings (nonadiabatially dressed eletron). The

position of this rossover in the phase diagram follows

from Eqs. (9) and (38), i.e., it is given by t/ω0 ∼ (g/ω0)
1

4
.

Aording to the nature of the translational dynamis,

the regime of small pinned polarons (εpλ >∼ εp ≫ ω0) in

Fig. 9 is divided by the dot-dashed and dotted urves,

orresponding to t ∼ ω0 and t ∼ g, respetively. As ar-

gued in Se. VIC, for t >∼ g, the small-polaron hopping is

dominated by adiabati proesses, in whih the eletron

and the lattie deformation hop together to the neighbor-

ing site. For t <∼ ω0, the nonadiabati hopping prevails

beause the eletron is too slow to follow the lattie de-

formation during the hop. For ω0
<∼ t <∼ g, the polaron

hopping involves a mixture of adiabati and nonadiabati

proesses.

The irles in Fig. 9 are drawn along the urve de�ned

by Eq. (52). The irles mark the polaron self-trapping,

i.e., the rossover regime between pinned polarons (above

the irles) and freely moving polarons (below the ir-

les). In the adiabati limit t ≫ ω0, the polaron self-

trapping orresponds to the large irles, drawn lose to

the λ ≈ 1 urve. For λ <∼ 1, the large adiabati polaron is
free to move sine the PN barrier is ine�etive, dereas-
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Figure 9: (Color) The phase diagram for the 1D Holstein polaron plotted in the parameter spae g vs.

√
t, with ω0 as the

unit of energy. The weak-oupling regime (lattie quantum �utuations important) [Se. IIIA℄, the regime of large adiabati

polarons (lassial behavior) [Se. V℄, the regime of small adiabati polarons (adiabati hopping) [Se. VIA℄, the regime

of small nonadiabati Lang-Firsov polarons (nonadiabati hopping) [Se. IIIB℄ are shown in blue, green, yellow and red,

respetively. The regime of small polarons [Se. VIC℄, for whih neither the adiabati nor nonadiabati ontributions prevail in

the translational dynamis, orresponds to the transition area from red to yellow. Along the thik and thin dashed urves the

eletron-phonon orrelation length d (polaron size) takes onstant values. For weak ouplings d is independent of g, whereas
for strong ouplings (adiabati loal dynamis) d is onstant for λ = g2/ω0 t onstant. The thik dashed urve denotes the

rossover between large (λ < 1) polarons (ontinuum approximation appliable) and small (λ > 1) polarons. The nonadiabati
to adiabati rossover in the loal dynamis is represented by the solid urve, g2 ∼ 1 + 2

√
t. This rossover is derived from the

weak-oupling side in Eq. (9) and from the strong oupling side in Eqs. (38) and (11) for large and small polarons, respetively.

The irles denote the polaron self-trapping g ∼ 1 +
√
t [Eq. (52)℄, marking the rossover between pinned polarons (above

the irles) and freely moving polarons (below the irles). The two rossovers involving small pinned polarons denoted by

the dotted (g ∼ t) and dot-dashed (t ∼ 1) urves are assoiated with the hanges in the translational dynamis. The small

polaron hopping is nonadiabati for t <∼ 1 and adiabati for t >∼ g, while for 1 <∼ t <∼ g the hopping proesses involve a mixture

of adiabati and nonadiabati ontributions [Se. VIC℄. The white area orresponds to the regime of parameters in whih

polaron formation involves a omplex mixture of adiabati and nonadiabati ontributions and lattie oarsening e�ets.

ing exponentially with the polaron size d ∼ 1/λ [see Eq.

(22)℄. For λ ∼ 1, as shown by Fig. 5, the gapped polaron

band struture develops from the free-partile-like spe-

trum due to the pinning e�ets. On the other hand, for

small polarons (λ >∼ 1), a strong hybridization between

the exited bands assoiated with the lowest odd (pin-

ning) and even (breather) modes ours. As explained

in onnetion with Figs. 4 and 6, the origin of this hy-

bridization is the lattie oarsening. Namely, the oars-

ening introdues not only the PN barrier in the polaron

adiabati motion along the lattie, but it also e�etively

ouples the lowest two normal modes of the adiabati

lattie deformation (the pinning and the breather mode)

through the translational motion.

For t <∼ ω0, the polaron self-trapping is marked in

Fig. 9 by small irles, orresponding to g ≈ ω0. This

rossover is identi�ed in Se. III B as the rossover be-

tween the weak-oupling regime and the regime of small

nonadiabati (Lang-Firsov) polarons. More preisely, for

t <∼ ω0, the lattie pinning of the polaron oinides with

the adiabati self-trapping of the eletron. The loal or-

relations are adiabati and nonadiabati on the strong-

oupling and weak-oupling sides of this rossover, re-

spetively. On the other hand, on both sides of the

rossover, the translational dynamis is haraterized by

the nonadiabati polaron hopping energy, given by Eq.
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(10).

It is argued in Se. VID that the subtle balane be-

tween nonadiabati and adiabati ontributions on the

disrete lattie desribes the polaron self-trapping for

moderate values of t/ω0, i.e, 1 <∼ t/ω0
<∼ 20. In this

regime of parameters, orresponding in Fig. 9 to the

white area, the polarons exhibit partiularly interest-

ing properties. That is, although the stati proper-

ties, like the binding energy, hange slowly with pa-

rameters, the dispersion hanges dramatially. For ex-

ample, for t/ω0 = 5, by inreasing the oupling from

g/ω0 = 3 to g/ω0 = 3.5, the polaron e�etive mass

hanges by two orders of magnitude, mpol/mel ≈ 0.147
vs. mpol/mel ≈ 0.0019. At the same time, the hange

in the binding energy is far less dramati, ∆pol/ω0 ≈ 2.5
vs. and ∆pol/ω0 ≈ 4.5.

B. Generalization to higher dimensional ases

In ontrast to the two and higher dimensional real-

izations of the Holstein polaron, the partiularity of the

one dimensional D = 1 phase diagram is that it exhibits

the regime of large adiabati polarons. Namely, in the

ase of short range interations, for dimensions greater

than one the adiabati polarons are unstable when the

size of the polaron exeeds a ritial value that depends

on D69,84,85

. In partiular for the Holstein model, for

D = 2 one �nds that the adiabati polaron is unstable

for λ < 3.34 and for D = 3 it is unstable for λ < 5.4269.
In other words, for D > 1 the adiabati polaron is stable

only if it is small, i.e., pinned by the disrete lattie.

On the other hand, for weak ouplings, the polarons

are large for t/ω0 ≫ 1, irrespetively of the dimension of

the system. By onsidering the generalization of Eq. (9)

to arbitrary D83

,

εp/ω0
<∼ (t/ω0)

D/2 , (53)

one obtains, as a funtion of D, the part of the phase dia-

gram in Fig. 9 that belongs to the weak-oupling regime.

One observes that for D > 1 the large polaron for weak-

ouplings rosses into a small adiabati polaron.

Regarding small polarons, it is plausible to think that

the struture of the orresponding part of the phase di-

agram is una�eted by the dimension of the system.

Namely, in the ase of small polarons, the dispersion

properties are determined by the nearest neighbor po-

laron hopping energy, the nature of whih annot be af-

feted fundamentally by the lattie dimensionality. In

partiular, both, the nonadiabati and the adiabati

regime of small pinned polarons are reported in the on-

text of the dynamial mean �eld theory

86,87

, whih is

exat in the in�nite dimensional limit.

VIII. SUMMARY

The properties of the Holstein polaron are disussed in

terms of limiting analytial results, while the reently in-

trodued relevant oherent state method is used to gain

detailed insights into the nontrivial mixing of fundamen-

tally di�erent ontributions to the polaron dynamis in

the rossover regimes (quantum vs. lassial, weak vs.

strong oupling, adiabati vs. nonadiabati, itinerant vs.

self-trapped polarons, large vs. small polarons). New

results are derived, partiularly onerning adiabati as-

pets of the polaron properties. An original and unifying

interpretation of the polaron formation is proposed with

partiular emphasis on lattie oarsening e�ets in terms

of two dihotomies in the polaron dynamis, loal vs.

translational and adiabati vs. nonadiabati. The de-

gree of appliability of various approximate approahes

to the regimes enountered in the phase diagram is fully

lari�ed, whih gives a omplete explanation of the low-

frequeny polaron band struture.

For the one dimensional D = 1 Holstein model �ve

regimes are identi�ed and positioned in the parameter

spae. In the weak-oupling regime the loal and the

translational polaron dynamis are nonadiabati due to

quantum �utuations of the lattie deformation �eld. In

the regime of large adiabati polarons, the Holstein po-

laron has many analogies with lassial solitons, moving

freely along the lattie with a large e�etive mass. As

a onsequene of the disreteness of the lattie defor-

mation �eld in the regime of small adiabati polarons,

the translational dynamis involves (adiabati) quantum

tunneling through the Peierls-Nabbaro (PN) barrier. In

the regime of small nonadiabati (Lang-Firsov) polarons,

the translational dynamis involves nonadiabati polaron

hopping and adiabati loal orrelations. Between small

adiabati and Lang-Firsov polarons, the regime of small

pinned polarons is loated, for whih neither the adia-

bati nor nonadiabati ontributions prevail in the trans-

lational dynamis. For higher dimensional D > 1 ases,

the large polarons exists only for weak ouplings. As the

oupling is inreased, suh large polarons ross diretly

into small adiabati polarons.
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